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I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the Hill’s equation 
YM + [A - a(x)] y  = 0, (1) 
where 4(x + rr) = p(x) and si q(x) dx = 0. We assume q(x) to be integrable on 
(0,4. 
For background and other references see [2, 5, 81. By y1 , ys we denote the 
solutions of (1) satisfying 
Y,(O) = 1, Y;(o) = 0, 
(2) 
Y&a = 0, y;(o) = 1. 
The discriminant of Hill’s equation is given by 
and A, , A, , A, ,..., the zeros of 2 - d(X), are the eigenvalues of (1) subject to the 
boundary conditions 
Y(O) -Y(n) = 0, 
Y’(O) - Y'(T) = 0, 
while A; , A; , A; ,.. . , the zeros of 2 + d(X), are the eigenvalues of (1) subject to 
the boundary conditions 
Y(O) + Y(V) = 0, 
Y'(0) +y'(r) = 0. 
Since q(x) is a m-periodic function with mean value zero 
(4) 
m 
q(x) = C (I, cos 2nx + 6, sin 2nx. (5) 
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We denote the even and odd harmonic parts of q(x) by qe and q,, , respectively, 
and let 
then 
I(x) = 2 a,,+, sin 2(2n + 1)x - b2n+l cos 2(2n + 1)~ 
?l=O wn + 1) 
; (6) 
PO = I’(x), 
I (x + 3) = --I(x). 
(7) 
Borg [I J proved the following result. 
THEOREM. All zeros of A(X) + 2 are double if and only if 
Q (x + %) = 4(x)* (8) 
Hochstadt [6] gave a different proof of this theorem and using the same 
technique subsequently proved the following theorem 171. 
THEOREM. All zeros, with the exception of A, , of 2 - A(h) are double zeros if 
and only if 
qe@) = A0 + &g. (9) 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following results. 
THEOREM 1. If all but two zeros of A(h) + 2, namely, pi and pi , are double 
zeros then 
2% + /.‘;)I + ; I3 + I” = 2qeI - lx+K’2 qeI’ dx. 
z 
Necessarily q is such that I’ is absolutely continuous so that I” exists a.e. 
THEOREM 2. If q E C2 and all but three zeros of A(X) - 2, namely, ho , p1 , 
and pa are double zeros then 
Qe” - %e2 + 2~% + 6or2 + 4j3 = 2~12 + f 14 + 2(~)2 + ~1” _ ~~~12 
+ 21 i=+n’2 qef’ dx, (11) 
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THEOREM 3. I f  all but four zeros of A(h) + 2, names, pi, pi, pi, and ~1, 
are double zeros and if q E C3 then 
; Z(4) + & 15 + ; 121” + $13 _ b’l + ; 1” + ; Z(Z’)z 
1 
--s 
z+n/z 
8 cz 
(I’)3 dx - ; q;Z’ - qJ” - $ q,Z + ; qzZ - ; q;Z 
- k qeZ3 + i (a’ + Z* - qe) /z:‘n’Z qeZ’ dx - i ~z~ir’* qe2Z’ dx 
1 
i 
x+77/:! 
-- 
8 x 
q;Z” d-y = 0, (12) 
These new results separate the nonvanishing instability intervals into two 
categories corresponding to the zeros of 2 + A(h) and 2 - A(X). In Section III 
we recombine our results and compare them with the results of Borg [l], 
Hochstadt [5], and Goldberg [3,4], namely, 
THEOREM A. All jinite instability intervals of (I) vanish ;f and only if q is a 
constant. 
THEOREM B. Precisely one$nite instability interval of (1) will not vanish if and 
only if q satisjes 
q” = 3q2 + aq + b, (13) 
where a and b are suitable constants. 
THEOREM C. Precisely two jinite instability intervals of (1) will not vanish ;f 
and only if q satisfies 
q’l’ = 1Oqq” + 5(q’)2 - 10q3 + A(q” - 3q2) + Bq + C, (14) 
where A, B and C are suitable constants. 
II. PROOFS OF RESULTS 
Let g(x, 6) be the Green’s function satisfying 
B” + [A - 441 g = S(x - 4, O<E<l, (15) 
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and the boundary conditions (4). A standard calculation [6] shows that 
g(x) = g(x, 0) = Y2(4 + Y26 - 4 
2 + 44 * (16) 
It is known [S] that d(h) is an entire function of h of order $ and that we have the 
following asymptotic representations for real h. (For details see [5].) 
2 + d(h) = 4 COG Al/2 $ + sin N2(9r/2) n 
2iPI2 s q2 dt 0 
+ sin W2(7r/2) cos W2(n/2) 
$#I” [2 Lr q3 dt + [ W2 dt] 
Ye@> = 
sin Wt 
p/2 + i lt q(T) sin h1j2r sin h112(t - 7) dr + 0 (A) 
= sin Xr12t 1 t -- 
Xl/Z s 2x 0 
q(T) cos Wt d7 + o + . 
( 1 
(17) 
If q is sufficiently differentiable, (18) can be written as 
Ye@> = 
sin h1i2t cos Al& sin Alfit 
Al/2 - 2x Q(t) + 4h3/2 [q(t) + q(O) - q] 
+ co;;;‘2t [$ _ [ q2 dt - QkW + qF-9) + q’(t) - qYO)] 
+ 
sin h1i2t 
16h6i2 [ 
Q” 
- - Q lt q2 dt + ; (q2(t) + q2(0)) + q(t) do) 4! 
- d’(t) + d’(O) + QW) - q’(O)) - $ (q(t) + q(o))] 
(18) 
(19) 
where Q(t) = ji q(x) dx. 
Assuming the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and for the moment that q E Cl, we 
now consider 
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The boundary value problem (l)-(4) . is self-adjoint, from which it follows that 
the Green’s function can have only simple poles. In order for that to happen 
[A” - (pi + pFL;)X + /A;&] f(A) g (T) = yz(rri2) ;y2) 
Y*(“/2) + Yz(-7rr/2) 
( 
2 + d(h) 
1 
112 
x2 - (IL; -t &)A f &CL; 
(21) 
must be an entire function. We use (19) in the numerator of (21) to obtain 
y2 (t) + y2 (_ +) = ‘OS “;bd2) [-Q (+) + ; ( !i(“‘2)4- q’(O) 
_ 4(7d2) QW3 
4 
do) QW2) + Q3h'2) 
- 4 4! 
-J 3712 0 q 2 dt + s,“‘“q2 dt 8 8 )] + 0 ( e’A;;‘2)’ ). 
(22) 
The denominator of (21) with the aid of (17) becomes 
2 cos W(7r/2) + cm ~““(77/2)(p: + /-4) 
h A2 
+ sin X1j2(r/2) m 
8X6/2 s 
q2 dt 
0 
(23) 
We next take the ratio of (22) and (23) and note that as h -+ 00 that ratio 
attains the value -Q(?r/2)/2. By Liouville’s theorem we conclude that the entire 
function in (21) is a constant, so that (22)/(23) = constant = -Q(m/2)/2. 
We now formally cross multiply to obtain 
(22) = - q (23) 
and compare terms of like order. From the next term we get 
4’W) - q’(O) _ d+9 QW3 _ 0) QW) 
4 4 4 
+ Q%P) 
4! 
+ ; [-i=” q2 dt + L-I” q2 &] = _ hi ; d) Q (+), (24) 
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The spectrum of (l)-(4) remains unchanged if q(x) is replaced by 4(x + T), 
where 7 is an arbitrary translation. After such a translation, using 4 = qe + q0 = 
qe + I’, (24) becomes (10). 
The above procedure is valid provided 4 E Cl. We will now prove Theorem 1 
without imposing this differentiability condition. Using (18) we have (N.B. 
Q(42) = fi’* (qe + I’) dt = -21(O)) 
y2 ($) ty* (- ;) = *I(o) cosw~ -+ 0 (f), (25) 
and a division by (23) yields 
y&-52) + y2(--7c.!2) 
f(4 
- -I(O) +0(f). 
By Liouville’s theorem, the above entire function must be a constant so that 
Yz(V2) + Y*(-ni2) 
f@) 
= I(0). (26) 
We note that the solutions u1 and ua , of the related equation un + 
[A - 4(x + r)] u = 0 which satisfy 
and 
are 
u,(O) = 1, z&(O) = 0, 
u,(O) = 0, u;(o) = 1, 
and 
44 = Y;(T) Y,(X + 4 - Y;(T) Y2@ + d (27) 
%c4 = Yl(4 Y2@ + 4 - Y2k) Yl@ + 4. (28) 
By replacing q(x) with 4(x + T), (26) with use of (28) becomes 
rfw’ [ Yl(T) Y2 ($ + 7) - Y2(4 Yl(G -t- T)] 
+ [X(T) 5’2 (- 5 + 7) - Yeb) YI (- + + T)] = I(+ (29) 
Since 4 EL~(O, n), (1) implies that y” EL~(O, r) and (29), in turn, tells us that 
I” E 240, 7r). 
Differentiation of (29) once at T = 0 yields 
y;(77/2) - Y&/2) + YZ--a/2) - Yd--1TP) 
f(4 
= I’(O) 9 (30) 
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and a second differentiation and use of (1) and (26) show that 
= I”(0). (31) 
N.B. (31) shows that I” - 2qJ has a first derivative. 
We now shift (31) by 7 and differentiate at 7 = 0 to obtain 
= & /l-A - 4&9l[YI(~) +x(-g -rqg -A(-+)] 
+v)[Y~(~) i-y++) +Y;(+) +Y;(-$]I. (32) 
Using (30), (32) becomes 
-4w + 2qJ + 2(r)* + -& [ y1 ($) + y1(- $)] = [I” - 2&I’]‘. (33) 
Now 
yl(t) = cos Xl& + ot q(T) cos Al’% 
s 
sin Xl/*(t - T) do 
hll2 
cos h1/2[ sin S/~(T - [) d8 sin P/*(t - T) & 
+ 0 (&)]. (34) 
From (34), by standard integrations, 
y1 (F) + y1 (- +) = 2 cos w 3 - f cos w F [I’(O) + I”(O)] 
(35) 
We multiply (33) by f(X) and insert (35) and (23). A comparison of l/h terms 
leads to 
[I” - 2q.J]’ + 2(/L; + p@ I’ + 21’12 = 2qJ. (36) 
An integration of (36) from x to x + m/2 leads back to (10) and Theorem (1) is 
proved, without any assumption regarding the diierantiability of q. 
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Similar techniques to derive necessary differentiability conditions on qe and I 
in the cases of Theorems 2 and 3 lead to highly cumbersome calculations. We, 
therefore, assume 4 to be sufficiently differentiable in the following two proofs. 
To prove Theorem 2 we let g(x, l ) be the Green’s function which satisfies (15) 
and the boundary conditions (4) as in [7]. A standard calculation shows that 
&) = g(x, 0) = Y2W - Y2b - 4 2 - A(h) (37) 
and, similar to (17), 
2-A(X)=4sinaXz- sin N2(7r/2) cos N2(+2) 
2 2h3 I 
n q2 dt 
0 
_ sin Na(7r/2) cos h11z(?r/2) 
8N2 [2 lff q3 dt + ln W2 dt] 
(38) 
The boundary value problem (l)-(3) is self-adjoint, from which it follows that 
g can have only simple poles. Therefore, if we consider 
g(q) = Y2M9 -Y2(-42) = Y&/2) - Ya( -r/2) 2 - A(h) (A - XOM - rm - P2)f2(4 ’ 
it must follow that 
(A3 + 00\2 + pi + y)f(X) g (+) = y2(“12)i;(-“i2) 
zzz Y2w9 - Y2(-744 
( 
2 - A(h) 
1 
l/2 (39) 
~3+~2+p~++ 
is an entire function. Using the asymptotic forms we see that it is O(h), so that, 
by Liouville’s theorem, it is a linear function in h. We thus find that 
Y2w3 - Ya(-r/2) 
( 
2 - A(h) 
1 
l/2 = “+[-;Iyo)+~q,(o)-q. 1 w 
h3+~2+p~+Y 
From (40) and the asymptotic expression of the terms on the left, one can derive 
condition (11) announced in Theorem 2. The steps are analogous to steps 
(20)-(24) in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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To prove Theorem 3, we proceed in a similar manner. By use of Liouville’s 
theorem and retracing (15)--(21) we find that 
YzbP) + Yd-42) 
( 
2 + A(4 112 = Z(O)X - ; 13(O) + ; qe(0) Z(0) 
X4 + aI3 + b’h2 + c’h + d’ 1 
- iIn - a jr” qeZ’ dt - i a’Z(0). 
0 
(41) 
As in the previous cases, by comparing terms of like order in the asymptotic 
expressions in (41) we obtain condition (12) announced in Theorem 3. 
III. REFINEMENTS 0~ P~Ev10us RESULTS 
Intervals of the form (A,,-r , h,,) (i = 1,2, 3,...) will be referred to as upper 
instability intervals, while intervals of the form (&-, , &) (i = 1,2, 3,...) will be 
called lower instability intervals. 
If all finite instability intervals vanish, (8) and (9) must be satisfied simul- 
taneously. From (8) we get I = 0, and (9) then implies that 4 = h, . This clearly 
coincides with Theorem A. 
If all finite instability intervals, with the exception of one lower instability 
interval, vanish then (9) and (10) must be satisfied simultaneously. A substitution 
of (9) into (10) yields 
I” = (4h, - 2/1; - 2&)Z + 213. 
Using 4 = qe + I’ in the known result of Theorem B 
q” = 3q2 + aq + b, 
we get 
(42) 
(13) 
qe” + I”’ = 3qe2 + 3(Z’)2 + 6qeZ’ + aZ’ + aqe + b. (43) 
Because the odd and even harmonic parts of (43) must be independently equal, 
we get 
I”’ = 6q.J + al’. cw 
We now use (9) in (44) to get 
I”’ = (6h, + a) Z’ + 6PZ’. (45) 
A comparison of (45) with the derivative of (42) tells us that necessarily 
a = -W. + PFL; + ~2, (46) 
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and by this technique we can express the constant a in (13) in terms of the 
eigenvalues of the Hill’s equation. 
If  all finite instability intervals, with the exception of one upper instability 
interval, vanish then, by (8), 4 must be half-periodic and we can consider (1) 
to be a Hill’s equation on [0, 7r/2]. I f  now all lower instability intervals still 
vanish, we repeat the above process a sufficient number of times until the sole 
nonvanishing instability interval becomes a lower instability interval. 
An alternate way of confirming that this case coincides with (13) is by directly 
solving (8) and (11) simultaneously. From (8), I = 0 and (11) then becomes 
q: - 3qe2 + 2arqe + ~LY~ + 4fl = 0, 
which is clearly equivalent to (13) and yields 
a = --2&l + P1-t /-kz), 
b = -6(X, + PI+ ~2)” + 4(Gr + 4~2 + wa). 
The case of precisely two finite instability intervals failing to vanish can occur 
in the following three ways. 
(i) Two lower instability intervals fail to vanish simultaneously with 
all upper intervals vanishing, 
(ii) One lower and one upper interval of instability fail to vanish, 
(iii) All lower and all but two upper instability intervals vanish. 
In case (iii), the half-periodicity of q allows us to split [0, z-1 a sufficient number 
of times until we get case (i) or case (ii). We, therefore, need only consider (i) and 
(ii). 
For (i) to occur (9) and (12) must be satisfied simultaneously. One can now 
differentiate (12) and use (9) to eliminate qe to obtain 
1'5' - 1OPY - 4011’1” + (2a’ - s&J I” - IO(T)3 
+ (16X02 - 8Qz’ - 8b’) I’ + (48h, - 12~‘) 121’ + 30141’ = 0 (47) 
To show that (47) is equivalent to (14) we proceed as follows. We substitute 
q=A,+P+z ’ into (14). The resultant equation consists of both even and odd 
harmonic terms so that one can separate it into two equations. The odd harmonic 
part then corresponds to (47). But the coefficients A, B, C can now be expressed 
in terms of X, , a’, b’ by comparison with (47). S ince these depend on the simple 
eigenvalues &, & , ,ui , &, , and &, A and B are now given in terms of eigen- 
values. 
Showing that (ii) is equivalent to (14) is a very lengthy task. For brevity, we 
outline our steps. 
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In this case (10) and (11) must be satisfied simultaneously. We multiply (10) 
by 21’ to get 
;lsr = 4qeII’ - 21’ J-z+m’2 qeZ’ - 4(pcL; + pi) II’ - 21’1”. (48) x 
After differentiating (11) we substitute (48) for *PI’. An integration then yields 
qe” - 3qe2 - 3(T)” + 2Luqe + K = 2[0!rP - qJ2 - (I’)2 + II”], (49) 
where k is an arbitrary constant of integration and 
An elimination of the common integral in (10) and (11) gives rise to 
q; - 3q,2 - 3(1’)2 + 2aqe + 4j3 + 6ar2 = 2a,I” - Id - (I’):! + 2q,12, (50) 
where a2 = h, + pL1 + p2 - 2~; - 2& . By adding (49) and (50) we get 
qe” - 3q,2 - 3(T)” + 2orq, + c, = ((Y1 + a,) 12 - g(r)” + II” - p, (51) 
where C, = -&[4/3 + 6oiL + k]. We now define S,(q) for p = 1,2 by 
S,(q) = q” - 3q” - aq - b (52) 
and 
S,(q) = q’4’ - IOqq” - 5(q’)2 + 1oqa - A(q” - 3q2) - Bq - c, . (53) 
Goldberg [4] showed that (53) is generated from (52) via 
4s; = 4; + 4qs; + 2q’S, . (54) 
It now follows from (54) that the even harmonic part of (53) is generated by 
4[Even S,]’ = -[Even S,]“’ + 4qJEven S;] + 4Z’[Odd S,]’ 
+ 2qL[Even SJ + 21”[0dd S,]. (55) 
Note that 
Odd S, = I”’ - 6qJ - al (56) 
Even S, = qg - 3qe2 - 3(1’)2 - aq, - b, 
and by subtracting (49) from (50), 
(57) 
q I? = 2(/-G + PP2 + I4 + 211” - (1’J2 + c, 412 3 (58) 
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where C, = 4,5 + 62 - k. The left-hand side of (51) is in the form of (57), and 
when we apply (55) to it we get [Even Sal. An application of (55) to the right-hand 
side of (51) yields zero with the help of (58), provided C, = 0. Hence case (ii) is 
equivalent to (14) and the constants A, B, C, and k are now determined in terms 
of the eigenvalues of the Hill’s equation. 
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